SAILING SAFELY FOR OVER 130 YEARS

NYK Group

With more than 130 years shipping experience, an extensive global network and operating the largest Roll On / Roll Off (RORO) fleet worldwide, we are in the strongest position to offer an efficient and reliable service to customers. In addition, we are extremely focused towards minimising our impact on the environment and have adopted a variety of new energy efficient solutions on board our vessels.

ISO 9001
Quality Management Approved

ISO 14001
Environmental Management Approved

NYK RORO Vessel Fleet

Our fleet of 112 RORO vessels carry approximately 3.6 million cars every year around the world. Our vessels are highly flexible and can be reconfigured depending on your needs. Vessels are capable of transporting up to 7,500 standard cars. The main deck and ramp are engineered to handle heavy-duty cargo of up to 200 tonnes with a height of 6.3 metres.

NYK RORO Terminals

Our RORO terminals continue to expand globally linking land and ocean transportation. In addition to loading and unloading cargo from vessels; yard management and pre-delivery inspection services are conducted according to specific customer requirements.
NYK RORO SERVICES
EX-EUROPE

34,270
EMPLOYEES
WORLDWIDE

15x
TERMINALS
IN STRATEGIC
MARKETS
WORLDWIDE

112
RORO
vessels
CARRYING
3.6
MILLION
CARS A
YEAR
Europe - Middle East (EME SERVICE)

POL: Bremerhaven | Hamburg | Antwerp | Southampton | Tangiers | Barcelona | Savona – Gemlik

POD: Aqaba | Jeddah | Sohar | Jebel Ali | Abu Dhabi | Hamad | Bahrain | Dammam | Kuwait

POD via t/s: Djibouti | Umm Qasr | Mumbai

Frequency: 2 sailings per month

Europe - Asia (ESEA SERVICE)

POL: Bremerhaven | Zeebrugge | Southampton | Barcelona | Setubal | Savona

POD: Singapore | Hong Kong | Port Kelang | Yokohama | Toyohashi | Hitachi | Xinsha | Shanghai | Xingang | Tomakomai

POD via t/s: Jakarta | Laem Chabang | Bauan | Ho Chi Minh | Hambantota | Chittagong | Haiphong | Maura | Kolkata – Karachi | Taipei | Pyongtaek | Yangon | Kuching | Kota Kinabalu | Labuan | Brisbane | Port Kembla | Melbourne – Fremantle | Adelaide | Townsville

Frequency: 2-3 sailings per month

Europe - USA (RTW SERVICE)

POL: Emden | Zeebrugge | Bremerhaven | Southampton

POL via t/s: Vigo | Derince

POD: Halifax | Newark | Baltimore | Jacksonville | Houston | San Juan | San Diego | Port Hueneme | Los Angeles

Frequency: 2 sailings per month

Europe - Central & South America WC (USCX SERVICE)

POL: Zeebrugge – Bremerhaven, Sagunto

POL via t/s: Vigo | Derince

POD: Veracruz | Cartagena | Manzanillo | Guayaquil | Iquique | Callao | San Antonio

POD via t/s: Santo Domingo | Santa Marta | Aruba | Curacao | Puerto Limon | Puerto Cortez – Santo Tomás de Castilla

NEW destinations (t/s via Manzanillo): Vitoria | Santos | Paranagua | Rio Grande | Zarate | Montevideo | Asuncion

Frequency: 1-2 sailings per month

South Africa - Europe (AFCON SERVICE)

POL: Durban | East London | Port Elizabeth

POD: Vigo | Zeebrugge | Antwerp | Emden | Bremerhaven | Southampton

Frequency: 2 sailings per month

Tonnage employed on the above/right services:
our Leader class vessels have a deck height of max 6.3 mtr & ramp capacity of max 150 mton.
We operate throughout 15 regions worldwide and can offer the following services:

- completely built unit transportation
- stockyard operation
- pre-delivery inspection
- vehicle distribution centre
- auto parts distribution

Integrating our extensive auto logistics facilities and infrastructure enables us to provide a complete range of value added services for finished vehicles. These include:

- Pre-delivery inspection
- Maintenance and repair
- Accessory fittings
- Protecting covering
- Stock yard management

We can offer a complete end to end solution for cargo ensuring improved visibility and control over your entire supply chain. Our focus is on reliability and efficiency whilst still being flexible enough to accommodate bespoke services.
Managing our environmental impact
Believing that environmental issues like global warming and biodiversity are among our foremost challenges, we are investing in new technologies to remain at the forefront of environmental protection.

Our recent progress in the development of environmentally friendly technology has included the implementation of innovative engine design and air-lubrication technology.

To monitor operational controls and achieve our environmental targets, we have received ISO14001 certification in 56 companies, 151 locations and some 800 vessels. ISO14001 is an internationally recognised standard that helps organisations protect the environment, prevent pollution and generally operate in an environmentally responsible and cost-efficient manner. We are continuing to implement it through the Group.

Investing in society
NYK is committed to being a responsible corporate citizen. Through initiatives like staff volunteering, financial support and collaboration, we have built relationships with environmental, educational and charity organisations that reflect our Group values.

Reflecting favourable evaluations of the initiatives for advancing sustainability, major indices have included NYK. Moreover, these indices have included us continuously over long periods. NYK Group has ranked in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index and the FTSE4Good Index for 12 consecutive years.

While this recognition is encouraging, as a globally responsible transportation company, NYK will strive to constantly improve our environmental impact.
INNOVATION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT - UECC, of which NYK owns 50%, have benefitted from pioneering development of the world’s first LNG fuelled Pure Car and Truck Carrier, ‘Auto Eco’ which emits zero sulphur oxides.